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Reading, UK – 23 June, 2020: Access-IS, the leading supplier
of Identity Document readers is pleased to announce the
integration of its ATOM® document reader with NOVOMATIC’s
myACP casino management system. The modular myACP system,
combined with the Access-IS Atom, can be adapted to meet the
requirements of any casino operator and helps to ensure
compliance with most international gaming regulations and
legislation.
The
myACP
system
covers
the
requirements of a member’s entrance.
It processes the registration of
player data in a quick and easy way:
issuance of member card, optional
ticket
vouchers
for
entrance/activities
within
the
casino, member categorisation and a
powerful attendance report. With
every
customer
touch
point,
simplicity and usability are key and
it is here that ATOM really delivers.
Simply by placing their ID document
on ATOM’s glass, it is imaged in
multiple light sources with the
printed data and chip information retrieved and passed through
to myACP; all of this while the ID document never leaves its
owner’s hand.
The ATOMs, supplied through Ineltro in Austria, automatically
capture images of identity documents in multiple light
wavelengths and simultaneously extract personal data from the
MRZ using OCR. The high-resolution colour, infra-red and
ultraviolet images are used by electronic identity document

validation technology to instantly check the document’s
authenticity. NFC capability allows the device’s API to access
the RFID chips of e-passports & eID cards to provide digital
personal data, biometric image and perform basic security
checks on the document. The ATOMs were supplied with AccessIS’ innovative expansion dock which adds contact card reading
and Magnetic Stripe Reading (MSR) for accessing the
information held on the members players card.

ATOM® document reader with
expansion dock
myACP is a modular casino management system that can be
adapted to meet the requirements of casino operators as well
as meeting most international gaming regulations. The flexible
system is suitable for small arcades as well as large casino
operations. Thanks to its innovative and user-friendly design,
almost 1,200 gaming locations in more than 25 countries
already trust this powerful tool. It runs on a highly
protected Internet connection based on secure firewall and
encryption, uses a highly secure data transfer protocol,
provides a full information back-up of the database and offers
the possibility of automated storage.
Speaking about the integration, Alexander Saam, NOVOMATIC
Casino Management Information Systems, said, “We were looking
for a reliable ID reader that also allows us to read the MSR
and Chip data of our player cards; the ATOM satisfied both of
these requirements in a small and stylish package”.

h4. About Access-IS
Access-IS is at the forefront of the development of innovative
electronic systems specialising in image processing, RFID/NFC
technology, barcode reading and specialist keyboards. AccessIS are dedicated to manufacturing products designed to
accurately capture and transfer information into electronic
systems.
Operating in over 72 countries around the globe in three
highly specialised verticals; Airline/Airport, ID & Security
and Transport Ticketing. In addition to our specialist custom
keyboards, which are now the ‘de-facto’ standard for some of
the largest banks, airlines and retailers in the world, the
product range includes boarding gate readers, a wide range of
document readers for ID document capture and scanning and
ticket readers for ground transport and access control.
Access-IS ID & Security products are designed to read ePassport, e-ID and e-DL for governmental and commercial
applications. From the world’s smallest OEM OCR reader to our
advanced full-page passport reader, we have a product for
every application; Border control, Immigration, Document
Issuance, Law Enforcement, Banking, Retail, Data Capture, KYC
or Anti-Money Laundering and Age Verification.
Accredited to ISO9001:2015 and with a track record stretching
back 30 years, Access-IS continues to guarantee the highest
standards of design and quality with its dedicated Research
and Development team based in the UK and the vast majority of
its products manufactured in the UK with only the highest
quality materials and techniques. For more informations visit
„www.access-is.com“:https://www.access-is.com
h4. About NOVOMATIC
The NOVOMATIC Group (including the NOVO SWISS AG and Novo
Invest GmbH) is one of the biggest international producers and
operators of gaming technologies and employs around 30,000

staff worldwide. Founded by entrepreneur Professor Johann F.
Graf in 1980, the Group has locations in around 50 countries
and exports high-tech electronic gaming equipment and
solutions to more than 75 countries. The Group operates around
230,000 gaming terminals and video lottery terminals (VLTs) in
its some 2,100 plus gaming operations as well as via rental
concepts.
Through its numerous international subsidiaries, the NOVOMATIC
Group is fully active in all segments of the gaming industry
and thus offers a diversified Omni-channel product portfolio
to its partners and clients around the world. This product
range includes land-based gaming products and services,
management systems and cash management, online/mobile and
social gaming solutions as well as sports betting solutions
together with a range of sophisticated ancillary products and
services.
Read
more
„www.novomatic.com“:https://www.novomatic.com
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